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This is more than business.
This is moving the world forward.

Key Observations What We’re Watching

Domestic equity indices were choppy and rudderless last 

week as interest rate volatility led to fits and starts. Small-

cap stocks underperformed the S&P 500 by a sizable 

margin as investors jettisoned unprofitable companies and 

shifted capital into energy and more defensive sectors.

August has so far lived up to its billing as a challenging 

month for stocks with the S&P 500 falling 2.6%, but the 

pullback has so far been orderly and healthy, in our view. 

U.S. Treasury yields and the U.S. dollar are worth watching 

over coming weeks as higher rates and a stronger 

dollar could spur more risk-off positioning and a deeper 

drawdown for stocks.

Inflation data, Treasury auctions, and the Bank of Japan 

buying bonds contribute to more volatility in interest rates 

and long- term Treasury yields push back toward year-to-

date highs.

The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) will view 

inflation data from July favorably and is likely stand pat in 

September while leaving its options for November open.

U.S. retail sales for July are released Tuesday and are 

expected to have risen 0.4% month over month, above 

the 0.2% month over month reading from June.

Minutes from the Federal Open Market Committee’s July 

25-26 meeting will be released Wednesday.

The Philadelphia Fed releases its monthly manufacturing 

index for August on Thursday. A reading of -10.0 is expected, 

a modest improvement versus the -13.5 reading from July.

The Conference Board will release its index of Leading 

Economic Indicators (LEIs) for July on Thursday, with a 

reading of -0.4% month over month expected, a modest 

improvement from the -0.70% reading from June.

Japan’s July Consumer Price Index (CPI) is released 

Thursday with a year over year reading of 3.2% expected, 

which would be a slight downshift from a 3.3% year over 

year reading in June.
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Stocks: August Living Up To Its Reputation 
As A Challenging Month; Intra-Day 
Reversals A Shift In Market Psychology, 
Or Function Of Where We Are In The 
Calendar?  

What Happened Last Week:

S&P 500 Stuck In A Range As Earnings Season Wraps Up. 

The S&P 500 traded in a range between 4,450 and 4,525 

over the balance of last week, ultimately ending lower 

by 0.2%. As is typically the case this time of year, trading 

volume was exceedingly low, a dynamic that makes it 

difficult to glean too much from price action. One thing 

that did stand out to us worth monitoring was a series of 

relatively sharp intra-day reversals last week as both gains 

and losses proved fleeting. A shift in market character 

from ‘buying dips’ to ‘selling rips’ would be notable 

should it persist, but, so far anyway, the August swoon 

for equity prices has been orderly and appears healthy, 

in our view. We will be watching U.S. Treasury yields and 

the U.S. dollar over coming weeks as rates rising and the 

dollar strengthening would present a staunch headwind 

for near-term equity gains.

Small-Caps Encounter Resistance, Lag On The Week. 

The Russell 2000 produced a 1.6% loss on the week with 

the blame for the decline falling on small-cap growth 

as the Russell 2000 Growth index fell 2.4% on the week. 

Unprofitable companies fared the worst as information 

technology names oriented towards cryptocurrencies 

and/or blockchain-related businesses were loss leaders 

this week, while healthcare also underperformed. In the 

current environment, we gravitate toward the S&P 600 

Small-Cap index as opposed to the broader Russell 2000 

as S&P screens for profitability, which often results in lower 

drawdowns, evidenced by the S&P 600’s 1.1% weekly 

drop versus the Russell 2000’s 1.6% sell off.

Weak Economic Data, U.S. Investment Restrictions, And 

Property Sector Concerns Weigh On Chinese Stocks. Last 

Tuesday, China released trade data from July, which 

taken together paint a picture of an economy in dire 

straits. Exports fell 14.5% year over year, below the -12.5% 

that was expected, and imports fell 12.4% year over year, 

much worse than the -5.4% expected. Aside from more 

weak economic data, restrictions placed on outbound U.S. 

investments in China tied to advanced semiconductors, 

quantum computing, and artificial intelligence (AI), as 

well as concerns building surrounding the beleaguered 

Chinese property market generated a 4.4% weekly drop in 

the MSCI China index. There have been signs that investor 

sentiment surrounding China may have bottomed at the 

end of May as the MSCI China index has made a series 

of higher lows and higher highs since, but last Friday’s 

selloff puts the index in a precarious spot from a technical 

perspective and more time may be needed for a durable 

bottom to form. We do expect the Chinese government 

and central bank to focus on stimulating consumption 

and economic growth in the coming months, and any 

incremental improvement in the economic outlook could 

lead to sizable inflows and improved relative performance.

Energy Stocks Continue To Catch A Bid, Outperform Crude 

Oil On The Week.  The S&P 500 energy sector shrugged off 

weaker than expected economic data out of China, U.S. 

dollar strength, and choppiness in the broader market to gain 

3.4% on the week. For comparison, West Texas Intermediate 

(WTI) crude oil hit a 10-month high last week but closed only 

1% higher on the week. The S&P 500 energy sector is higher 

by 2.7% in August, and with the sector outperforming WTI 

on the week with breadth improving as more names trade 

above their 10- and 20-day moving averages, this move 

could have legs and is worth monitoring for what it might 

mean for inflation expectations and potential Fed policy 

over coming months.
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Treasury Auctions Indicate Solid Demand From Abroad. 

Last Tuesday, the U.S. Treasury auctioned off $42B Of 

3-year notes which was very well received as indirect 

bidders, primarily central banks abroad, took down 74% 

of the issue. Then, on Wednesday, Treasury auctioned 

$38B of 10-year Treasuries, and we would characterize 

those results as solid. The 3.999% high yield at auction 

was a couple of basis points below where the 10-year 

was trading at the time, and the bid-to- cover of 2.56% 

was the best since February, two metrics that indicate 

decent demand. Indirect bids, primarily from foreign 

central banks, rose to 72.2% vs. a 64% average for the 

last two 10-year auctions. With the Treasury up-sizing 

expected issuance through September just last week, 

we, and others, have been concerned with where 

demand for this increased issuance might come from, 

but if last week’s auction results are any indication, that 

may be less of a headwind than has been speculated. 

While last weeks’ auction results were encouraging, 

the July Consumer Price Index (CPI) and Producer 

Price Index (PPI) readings will prevent investors in long-

dated Treasuries from breathing a sigh of relief. The 10-

year Treasury yield is likely range-bound over coming 

months, in our view, with 4.25% still the key level on 

the upside to monitor as rising commodity prices and 

increased Treasury issuance continue to put upward 

pressure on yields.

FOMC Likely To Stand Pat In September, But That’s 

Far From A Given. U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

for July was released last Thursday. Headline CPI rose 

0.2% month over month and 3.2% year over year, 

with the month over month reading in-line with the 

consensus estimate, while the year over year reading 

was a notch below the 3.3% expected. Core inflation, 

which excludes food and energy, rose 0.2% month 

over month and a 4.7% year over year reading was 

below the 4.8% figure expected. On balance, the 

Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) is likely to 

view July CPI favorably, and Fed funds futures quickly 

responded by lowering the likelihood of a rate hike 

when the Committee meets again in mid-September. 

The FOMC is increasingly likely to stand pat when it 

meets next month but will try to keep its options open 

for November should rising crude and gasoline prices 

force inflation expectations higher.  

BoJ Intervenes – Again. The Bank of Japan (BoJ) again 

stepped into stem a rise in yields by offering to buy 

bonds on the short- and intermediate sections of the 

Japanese Government Bond (JGB) curve last week. 

Lower sovereign yields abroad and higher rates in the 

U.S. led the yen to weaken significantly against the U.S. 

dollar, continuing a trend in place throughout much 

of July. Rising prices of energy- related commodities 

are also playing into weakness in the Japanese yen as 

concerns around energy supplies for the import-reliant 

country persist. BoJ Governor Ueda’s adoption of a 

more flexible yield curve control stance is a necessary 

step toward monetary policy of old, one that doesn’t 

spoon feed markets and allows for market-driven price 

discovery, but market participants will test this policy 

tweak and will likely continue to put upward pressure 

JGB yields as the price discovery process plays out. As 

yields drift higher in Japan, there is room for additional 

upward pressure on U.S. Treasury yields, but the 

propensity for policymakers in Japan to intervene in 

markets to prevent a rapid rise in yields will likely lead 

to something akin to a stair-step rise in rates stateside.
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